We study the phenomenon of business ecosystems in which platform firms orchestrate the functioning of ecosystems by providing platforms and setting the rules for participation by complementor firms. We develop a theoretical framework to explain how the structural and evolutionary features of the ecosystem may shape the extent to which participating complementor firms can sustain their superior performance. The structural feature, which we refer to as ecosystem complexity, is a function of the number of unique components or subsystems that interact with the complementor's product. We incorporate the evolutionary features by considering the role of generational transitions initiated by platform firms over time as well as the role of complementors' ecosystem-specific experience. Evidence from Apple's iOS and Google's Android smartphone ecosystems supports our arguments that higher ecosystem complexity helps app developers sustain their superior performance, and that this effect is stronger for more experienced firms. In contrast, platform transitions initiated by Apple and Google make it more difficult for app developers to sustain their performance superiority, and that this effect is exacerbated by the extent of ecosystem complexity. The study offers a novel account of how the performance of complementor firms in platform-based business ecosystems may be shaped by their ecosystem-level interdependencies. 
Introduction
There is increasing recognition within the strategy field that the locus of value creation has shifted from focal firms to business ecosystems (Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Teece, 2007; Baldwin, 2012; Adner et al., 2013) . Business ecosystems encompass different types of firms offering complementary products and who are connected through an underlying technical architecture. Often, such contexts are characterized by a firm that orchestrates the functioning of the ecosystem by providing a platform and setting the rules for other complementor firms to participate in it. Scholars exploring this phenomenon have tended to focus on the strategies and performance of platform firms (e.g., Gawer and Henderson, 2007; McIntyre and Subramaniam, 2009; Eisenmann et al., 2011; Zhu and Iansiti, 2012) . Much less attention has been devoted to understanding the performance of the complementor firms who are critical to the value creation within the ecosystem.
In this study, we focus on the performance of complementor firms within an ecosystem.
Specifically, we study the extent to which a high performing complementor can sustain its superior performance within an ecosystem. While sustainability of superior performance is a critical goal for managers and has been an important line of inquiry for strategy scholars (e.g., Porter, 1985; Rumelt et al., 1991) , it is becoming increasingly difficult for firms to realize it (Wiggins and Ruefli, 2002; D'Aveni et al., 2010; McGrath, 2013) . In the context of business ecosystems, sustainability of complementors' superior performance has important implications not only for the complementors but also for the platform firms whose performance is tied to that of their complementors.
To unpack the drivers of sustainability, we first consider the structure of the complementor's interdependence with other actors in the ecosystem. We characterize this structural feature based on the number of unique components or subsystems that interact with the complementor's product. For example, in the iOS smartphone ecosystem orchestrated by Apple (the platform firm), an application software (app) developer firm (the complementor) is interdependent on the specific handset and operating system combination offered by Apple. In contrast, in the Android smartphone ecosystem orchestrated by Google, an app developer is interdependent on many unique handset and operating system combinations 3 offered by firms such as HTC, LG, Motorola and Samsung. We use the notion of ecosystem complexity to characterize this difference in the structure of interdependence for complementor firms. We then consider the role of generational transitions initiated by platform firms over time (e.g., introduction of new generation of operating system) as well as the role of complementors' ecosystem-specific experience.
Drawing on the evolutionary economics perspective (e.g., Winter, 1982, 2002; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2004) , we theorize performance dynamics among complementor firms to be shaped by firms searching for superior performance configurations as well as imitating the strategic configurations of higher performing firms (Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000; Zott, 2003; Lenox et al., 2006) .
We argue that greater ecosystem complexity makes it much more difficult for follower firms to search for configurations that yield superior performance and to imitate the configurations of the leader firms.
Hence, complementor firms will find it easier to sustain their success when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low.
We also argue that while experience in an ecosystem in general facilitates learning, generational transitions initiated by the platform firms typically requires complementors to reconfigure their products and may reduce the value of their accumulated learning. As a result, complementors' ability to sustain their superior performance will be facilitated by their experience and will be hampered by platform transitions. Finally, we consider how these effects are impacted by ecosystem complexity. We argue that higher ecosystem complexity will be associated with greater learning opportunities, and therefore, the benefit of experience will be greater when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low. In contrast, during platform transitions, higher ecosystem complexity would make it more difficult for complementors to reconfigure and sustain their superior performance. Hence, the negative effect of such transitions on the sustainability of complementors' superior performance will be stronger when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low. We test our arguments on app developers that participate in Apple's iOS and Google's Android smartphone ecosystems within the U.S. market. The context provides a valuable opportunity to study complementors' performance dynamics in ecosystems with varying levels of complexity and subject to 4 frequent platform transitions. The diversity in handsets and operating systems among the user base makes the Android ecosystem much more complex for app developers than the iOS ecosystem. While the contrast between iOS and Android is stark, we also observe varying levels of complexity within the Android ecosystem over time. In addition, we observe three episodes of platform transitions that entail major updates to the handset and the smartphone operating system. 1 We assembled a unique panel dataset of top-performing app developers in the iOS and Android smartphone ecosystems over the two-year period from January 2012 to January 2014. To gain insights into the challenges of developing apps and competing in the iOS and the Android ecosystems, we also interviewed several executives and engineers from app developer firms. The analysis is based on the extent to which app developers sustain their superior performance by observing whether their apps continue to be in the top performance stratum in a given ecosystem (i.e., Top 500 apps by revenue). The research setting is hypercompetitive and, on average, a firm sustains its superior performance for only six months. Moreover, once a firm exits the top performance stratum in a given ecosystem, the likelihood of reappearance in the stratum is very low. Only 14% of exit events are followed by re-entry in the top performance stratum. Finally, 64% of top-performing firms participate in both the iOS and Android ecosystems, which helps us address endogeneity concerns due to firms self-selecting into a given ecosystem.
We find that higher ecosystem complexity increases app developers' likelihood of sustaining their performance superiority. However, generational transitions initiated by platform firms impede app developers' ability to sustain their superior performance, and that this effect is exacerbated by the extent of ecosystem complexity. Finally, we find that experience within an ecosystem helps app developers sustain their superior performance, and that this beneficial effect is more pronounced at higher levels of complexity.
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The study, while limited to a specific empirical context, offers one of the first detailed accounts of the drivers of complementors' performance within an ecosystem. A key aspect of the study is to characterize the structure of interdependence for complementor firms in terms of ecosystem complexity and show that this characterization helps explain the drivers of value appropriation among firms. We also illustrate how platform transitions and complementors' ecosystem experience impact the ease with which complementors can sustain their performance advantage, and how these effects vary at different levels of ecosystem complexity. In so doing, the study contributes to the emerging literature stream examining the challenges and opportunities faced by complementor firms in business ecosystems (e.g., Boudreau, 2010; Kapoor, 2013; Kapoor and Lee, 2013 ). By linking ecosystem-level complexity with firm-level search processes, the study is also among the first to offer systematic empirical evidence on one of the key tenet (i.e., the role of complexity on firm performance) within the evolutionary economics perspective of firms (e.g., Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000; Lenox et al., 2010) . Finally, our findings contribute to the literature on the persistence of superior firm performance (e.g., Ruefli, 2002, 2005; D'Aveni et al., 2010) by highlighting how the specific features of the business ecosystem can impact sustainability of superior performance among complementor firms.
Literature Review and Hypotheses Development
There is growing recognition within the strategy field that firms are operating in the context of business ecosystems in which value is created through a network of firms offering complementary products and services. Often, business ecosystems are orchestrated by firms such as Apple, Cisco, Google, Intel, Microsoft, and SAP, which provide the central technological platform and set the rules for how complementor firms participate in it (e.g., Gawer and Cusumano, 2002; Iansiti and Levien, 2004) .
Scholars studying this phenomenon have explored how platform firms compete and manage their interdependence with complementors (e.g., Schilling, 2002; Gawer and Henderson, 2007; Boudreau, 2010; Eisenmann et al., 2011; Zhu and Iansiti, 2012) . The emphasis has been on explaining how firms can create a platform, attract users and complementors, and achieve market dominance. Hence, the 6 research so far has tended to focus on the strategies and performance of the unitary actor that orchestrates the business ecosystem. Much less attention has been devoted to understanding the performance consequences for complementors who typically represent a vast majority of firms in the ecosystem and who are critical to the total value created by the ecosystem.
In this study, we focus on the performance of complementor firms. In particular, we consider the problem of sustaining superior performance, and we explore the extent to which a high performing complementor can sustain its performance advantage within an ecosystem. Sustainability of superior performance is an important goal for managers (e.g., Porter, 1985) , and it has been studied extensively by strategy scholars (e.g., Rumelt et al., 1991; Teece, 2007) . However, recent empirical evidence suggests that it is becoming increasingly difficult for firms to sustain their superior performance (Wiggins and Ruefli, 2002; McGrath, 2013) . For example, drawing on a comprehensive database of 40 industries from 1974 to 1997, Wiggins and Ruefli (2005) found that periods of persistent superior performance among firms have decreased over time. They found that this pattern is not only limited to hightechnology or manufacturing industries but is also prevalent across a broad range of industries.
Moreover, several scholars have underscored in general a lack of understanding of the reasons why the persistence of superior performance varies across different types of firms and industry environments (McGahan and Porter, 1997; Hoopes et al., 2003; D'Aveni et al., 2010) . We theorize how complementor's sustainability of superior performance is impacted by two key features of the ecosystem.
First, we consider the structure of complementor's interdependence with other actors in the ecosystem based on the number of unique components and subsystems that interact with a complementor's product. We refer to this structural feature as ecosystem complexity. The greater the number of unique components and subsystems that interact with a complementor's product, the greater is the degree of ecosystem complexity faced by the complementor. Hence, depending on the architecture of the ecosystem, the same complementor may be subject to varying degrees of complexity across two different ecosystems (e.g., an app developer in iOS and Android smartphone ecosystems), or two different complementors may be subject to varying degrees of complexity within the same ecosystem (e.g., an app 7 developer and a handset manufacturer within the Android smartphone ecosystem).
2 Figure 1 illustrates our approach of considering varying levels of ecosystem complexity faced by a complementor through a simple schema.
(Insert Figure 1 about here)
Second, we consider the evolutionary shifts in the ecosystem as a result of generational transitions initiated by platform firms (e.g., new generations of gaming consoles introduced by Sony, Nintendo, or Microsoft). These transitions represent a common means by which platform firms compete and create value over time. From a complementor's perspective, however, they necessitate significant adaptation, as complementors reconfigure their products to leverage the performance improvements accorded by the new generation of the platform.
We derive predictions regarding how structural complexity and platform transitions within an ecosystem impact a complementor's ability to sustain its superior performance. Given the importance of experience in shaping firms' performance outcomes across different types of industry environments (Dutton and Thomas, 1984; Balasubramanian and Lieberman, 2010) , we also consider the effect of complementor's ecosystem experience across varying degrees of ecosystem complexity.
Our theoretical predictions stem from the evolutionary economics perspective of firms (e.g., Winter, 1982, 2002; Levinthal, 1997; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2004) . Drawing on this perspective, we consider the dual search processes of innovation and imitation as shaping performance dynamics among firms (e.g., Zott, 2003; Lenox et al., 2006) . The first process, innovative search, is characterized by firms searching for superior solutions to a given problem and improving their performance over time (e.g., Levinthal, 1997) . The second process, imitative search, represents firms' 2 Since our emphasis in this paper is to explore the performance outcomes of complementor firms, we are considering the local structural complexity that the complementor firm is subjected to in a given ecosystem. A separate characterization can entail the complexity of the entire ecosystem. Note also, as these examples illustrate, ecosystem complexity that a given complementor is subjected to could be driven by the number of actors producing variants of the same component. It could also be driven by the underlying technical architecture such that a given complement may vary in the number of components that it interacts with. Our empirical context presents a nice setting in which ecosystem complexity is driven by the former while controlling for the latter.
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attempting to imitate other high performing firms (e.g., Rivkin, 2000) . We assume that complementor firms are continuously searching for superior performance configurations within an ecosystem. While search processes for complementors with inferior performance (follower firms) are more likely to be characterized by some combination of innovative and imitative search, the search processes for complementor firms with superior performance (leader firms) are more likely to be characterized by innovative search. We first explore the role of ecosystem complexity in impacting complementors' ability to sustain superior performance. We then examine the role of complementors' experience and platform transitions and how they interact with ecosystem complexity.
Ecosystem Complexity
To explain how ecosystem complexity influences complementor firms' sustainability of superior performance, we need to understand how ecosystem complexity impacts the search processes of firms in the ecosystem. As ecosystem complexity increases, complementors need to optimize their products so as to account for greater interdependence between their products and other components or subsystems within the ecosystem. For example, in our empirical context, the large variety of the handset and operating system combinations subjected app developers to significantly greater complexity in the Android ecosystem than in the iOS ecosystem. During our interviews, many executives and engineers from app developer firms emphasized this difference. The quote below from an engineer elucidates the difference:
"We need to test our app on different OEM devices likes Samsung, HTC to make sure our app works on different Android devices. 3 This creates a lot of work for developer and testing teams. iOS does not have any such issue…this is our biggest technological challenge with Android." From a theoretical perspective, greater ecosystem complexity subjects complementors to numerous interrelated design choices and decision variables (i.e., creates high level of interdependence).
Under these conditions, the search for superior performance configuration by follower firms is difficult (e.g., Levinthal, 1997) . This is because a high level of interdependence increases the number of possible combinations of decisions, which makes the search process intractable. Moreover, even if a follower firm is able to innovate and identify a higher performance configuration, it is more likely that the configuration represents a local optimum and may not lead to superior performance. Further, greater complexity also makes it difficult for follower firms to search by incrementally changing their decision variables. In enhancing the performance of one variable, managers often inadvertently undermine the performance of other variables.
Beyond searching for superior configurations through innovation, followers can also imitate leader firms. When ecosystem complexity is high, the focal firm with the leadership position is also protected against imitation in two ways. First, follower firms will find it difficult to decipher the exact configuration of the leader firm (Lippman and Rumelt, 1982; Rivkin, 2000) . Second, even if a follower attempts to replicate the exact configuration of the leader, greater complexity will help sustain the leader's superior performance. This is because a small error in imitation will generate large penalties in performance when there is a high level of interdependence among design choices (Rivkin, 2000) .
Finally, the leader firm can also sustain its performance by continuously searching for superior performing configurations. However, such a search process is prone to errors, and the firm can unknowingly end up in a lower performance configuration (Harrison and March, 1984, Knudsen & Levinthal, 2007) . The high level of interdependence among design choices can help leader firms avoid such errors. Under such conditions, configurations that lead to superior performance tend to be less correlated (Levinthal, 1997) . A small change in a given configuration can lead to substantially different performance outcomes. This reduces the likelihood of leader firms selecting an inferior alternative (Knudsen & Levinthal, 2007) . As a result, a focal complementor that is subject to a high level of ecosystem complexity and that has already achieved superior performance is less likely to erroneously move towards a lower performance configuration.
In summary, ecosystem complexity acts as a buffer for complementors with superior performance by making it more difficult for other complementors to search for or imitate higher performance configurations and by reducing the likelihood of leaders' search processes erroneously moving them toward lower performance configurations. Accordingly, we predict:
Hypothesis 1: A complementor firm will be more likely to sustain its superior performance when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low.
Ecosystem Experience
A complementor firm's experience within an ecosystem can also play a significant role in its ability to sustain superior performance. Experience within an ecosystem will help confer several types of learning-based advantages on leader firms. Experience facilitates the development and improvement of routines, making search more reliable (i.e., less prone to mistakes) (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Katila and Ahuja, 2002) . Experience also helps improve the efficiency of leader firms' search processes by reducing the cost of experimentation and, hence, making it less costly for firms to innovate over time (Zott, 2003) .
In addition to the abovementioned learning-by-doing advantages, an important type of learningbased advantage in business ecosystems is what Rosenberg (1982) referred to as learning-by-using. This type of learning-based advantage is not a function of the experience in developing and producing the product per se, but rather of the experience in the product's utilization by its users. Rosenberg (1982) provided a detailed account of learning-by-using in the aircraft engine industry and conjectured that this type of learning is especially important in systemic industries such as electric power generation, telephones, and computers, where the use of the product is influenced by its interaction with other components and subsystems. In such industry contexts, it is very difficult for firms to know in advance how the product will perform during use and, hence, user experience plays a vital role in helping firms innovate and improve their products over time.
In our interviews, a senior engineer from an app developer firm elaborated on the importance of experience-based benefits through both learning-by-doing and learning-by-using: "Experience plays a critical part in our product lifecycle. From pure engineering perspective…most of the knowledge and skills are acquired through the development efforts over time. It is not easily accessible from outside-firm sources, and it [is] essential for building a high quality, user delightful application…The application keeps evolving at design and feature level, through responding to user feedbacks and data. Engineering team also benefits from this mostly capturing edge cases which is rarely producible in the internal environment."
Finally, experience in an ecosystem enables leader firms to accumulate knowledge-based assets.
Follower firms imitating such assets will be subject to time compression diseconomies (Dierickx and Cool, 1989) , making it easier for the leader firms to sustain their performance superiority. Hence, experience in an ecosystem is likely to confer a high performing complementor with both learning-bydoing and learning-by-using advantages as well as make it more difficult for followers to replicate its knowledge-based assets. Accordingly, we predict:
Hypothesis 2: The greater the complementor's ecosystem experience, the more likely the complementor will sustain its superior performance within the ecosystem.
We next explore the extent to which a complementor firm's experiential advantage within an ecosystem is impacted by the level of ecosystem complexity. Greater complexity among design choices is associated with steeper learning curve that makes it more difficult for followers to catch up with experienced leaders (Balasubramanian and Lieberman, 2010) . In addition, the greater the degree of ecosystem complexity that a focal firm's product is subjected to, the more uncertain will be the interactions between the product and the rest of the system and, hence, the more valuable will be learningby-using. Finally, time compression diseconomies associated with the followers' imitation of assets accumulated by the leader firms are also likely to increase in ecosystem complexity (Pacheco-deAlmeida, 2010) . Hence, we expect that complementors' ecosystem experience would be more valuable in sustaining their superior performance when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low:
The positive effect of a complementor's ecosystem experience on the sustainability of its superior performance will be stronger when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low.
Generational Transitions by Platform Firms
Finally, we consider the impact of generational transitions initiated by platform firms on the complementors' ability to sustain their superior performance. Transitioning to a new platform generation is an important mode by which platform firms compete and create value. New platform generations 12 typically offer improvements in existing functionality and also add new functionality. In so doing, they alter the interactions among components and subsystems within the ecosystem (Venkatraman and Lee, 2004; Ansari and Garud, 2009; Adner and Kapoor, 2010) . This renders the strategic configurations of the high performing complementor firms from the previous platform generation less effective. Put at a more abstract level, the fitness landscape (i.e., mapping between strategic configurations and performance) is re-specified (Levinthal, 1997) . For example, when Apple introduced the new mobile operating system named iOS 6, some of the music apps stopped working. After updating to the new operating system, many users found that their music data had disappeared. Application developers had to optimize and retest their apps with the new operating system to ensure smooth functioning of their apps. During our interview, a senior engineer from an app developer firm also elaborated on this challenge: "Although OS upgrades do a good job of the issue of backward compatibility, but the new OS will depreciate some APIs from the older version.
4 If the apps are using the API from the older version, it is going to crash. Further, we also try to use latest APIs in the new OS. If the user tries to run the latest APIs on the older version, the app is going to crash."
In another interview, a cofounder of a leading app developer firm discussed how a recent transition in iOS impacted the functioning of his firm's app: "In iOS 7 [released in September 2013], Apple changed some parts of the background infrastructure [API] the way an app interacts with the operating system, in order to enhance the graphics on its new hardware. And because of this change, our app literally stopped working on the new version, when it was working perfectly in the previous version." Hence, while platform transitions are important for sustaining technological progress within an ecosystem, they may present challenges for complementors to sustain their superior performance:
Hypothesis 4: Generational transition initiated by the platform firm will make it more difficult for the complementor firm to sustain its superior performance within the ecosystem.
In the face of a platform transition, complementors need to adapt so as to identify new strategic configurations that can yield high performance. We now consider how ecosystem complexity affects 13 these firms' ability to adapt -i.e., we explore the interaction between platform transitions and ecosystem complexity. When ecosystem complexity is low (i.e., products offered by complementors are subject to fewer technological interactions within the ecosystem), adaptation through local search performed in the neighborhood of a firm's previous configuration is effective (Levinthal, 1997) . Hence, a complementor with a superior performance configuration in the previous platform generation will find it relatively easier to identify a high performance configuration in the new platform generation. In contrast, when ecosystem complexity is high, adaptation through local search is not very effective. Successful adaptation would require a greater degree of change (i.e., often referred to as a long jump on a fitness landscape). However, at the same time, a high degree of interdependence among firms' choices makes such a large-scale change very risky, as a small error or miscalculation can result in subpar performance (Henderson and Clark, 1990 ). Therefore, we predict:
Hypothesis 5: The negative effect of platform transition on the sustainability of a complementor's superior performance will be stronger when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low.

Methodology
We explore our arguments in the context of the iOS and Android smartphone ecosystems within the U.S. market. The focal complementor firms are application software developers who were able to attain superior performance in these ecosystems from January 2012 to January 2014. Smartphones based on iOS and Android operating systems represent more than 90% of the U.S. smartphone installed base during the study period. Both Apple and Google provide a daily list of Top 500 apps by revenue. We use that information to identify the focal firms. The context is hypercompetitive, where hundreds of thousands of app developers are frequently introducing new apps or improved versions of their existing apps. Such high intensity of competition makes it very difficult for app developers to sustain their superior performance, even for a few months.
This setting also provides a natural experiment in which we can observe two ecosystems with varying levels of complexity for the app developers within the same industrial context. This difference 14 arises primarily due to the difference in the strategies used by Apple and Google for controlling and governing their respective ecosystems. Apple's strategy is often described as a closed strategy, as it exercises strong control over the entire ecosystem, with the objective of providing high quality experience to the user (Ghazawneh and Henfidsson, 2013) . Most notable is Apple's strict control and ownership of both the handset and the iOS operating system. In contrast, Google's strategy is premised on Android as an open-source operating system, which allows its development and distribution by various original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) such as HTC, LG, and Samsung. This has resulted in the Android ecosystem being more fragmented. Hence, an app in the Android ecosystem interacts with multiple specialized handset and operating system combinations offered by various OEMs. As a result, an app developer firm in the Android ecosystem operates in a relatively more complex ecosystem compared to the one operating in the iOS ecosystem. The two ecosystems also collectively underwent three episodes of platform transitions during our observation period, which allowed us to examine the impact of platform transition on complementors.
Data
The primary sources for our data are App Annie (www.appannie.com) and appFigures (www.appfigures.com), two of the leading analyst firms in the mobile computing sector. App Annie has been tracking and archiving information related to all the applications developed on iOS and Android platforms since 2009. Its data is extensively used by app developers, venture capital firms, and financial analysts. Similarly, appFigures has developed a comprehensive database of all apps in the iOS and Android ecosystems since 2009. We used appFigures as a supplementary data source in order to validate the data received from App Annie and to also extend the data to incorporate a more recent time frame.
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Note that both App Annie and appFigures do not generate their own data, but accumulate daily data from Google Play and Apple iTunes over time and offer their users easy-to-use tools for analyzing trends.
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The dataset comprises information on app developers whose apps attained top-ranking positions by revenue (i.e., Top 500) in either the iOS or Android ecosystem from January 2012 to January 2014.
The revenue distribution for smartphone apps is heavily skewed. For example, based on a recent survey of more than 10,000 app developers, it was found that the top "1.6% of developers make multiples of the other 98.4% combined" (VisionMobile, 2014).
6 Therefore, having an app in the Top 500 list offers clear evidence of performance superiority among hundreds of thousands of app developers. Such a list is also keenly followed by industry observers and analysts as a reference for successful app developers.
The majority of firms whose apps appear in the Top 500 list do not stay in that list for more than six months, a finding that is consistent with the context being hypercompetitive. Unpacking such finergrained performance dynamics requires choosing an observation window that is shorter than the annual window typically employed in strategy research (D'Aveni et al., 2010) . We chose the period of observation to be a given month that would allow us to explain greater variance in the app developer's sustainability of superior performance without being subject to exogenous intermittent fluctuations in the Top 500 ranking associated with daily or weekly observations. This required aggregating the daily revenue rank data obtained from App Annie and appFigures into monthly data. Because of the skewness of the distribution of revenues across the Top 500 apps, taking a simple average of apps' daily ranks to compute monthly ranks is problematic. To adjust for this skewness, we followed a procedure guided by prior research.
Researchers have attempted to infer revenue and sales data from rank data by conducting experiments, collaborating with focal firms, or using publicly available information (e.g., Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Simester, 2003; Chevalier and Goolsbee, 2003; Garg and Telang, 2013) . These studies have found that the relationship between revenue (or sales) and rank closely follows a Pareto distribution according to which:
where b is the scale parameter that is a function of the total revenue and a is the shape parameter of the underlying distribution that drives the difference in revenues across ranks. Moreover, the shape parameter for the Pareto distribution has been found to be proximate to 1. For example, in a recent study by Garg and Telang (2013) , shape parameters for the iOS and Android apps were estimated to be between 0.86 and 1.16. Hence, to account for the Pareto distribution in our data, we assume the daily revenue for an app in the Top 500 list to be inversely proportional to its rank. 7 Further, we assume the scale parameter for each ecosystem to be constant during a given month. This allows us to calculate an app's monthly revenue rank for both the iOS and the Android ecosystems.
In addition to data on app developers whose apps achieved a Top 500 rank by revenue, we also obtained monthly data on the total number of apps and firms within each category of apps (e.g., games, social networking, productivity). We supplemented data from App Annie and appFigures with data from firms' websites and LinkedIn (www.linkedin.com) to gather information on the number of employees and firms' participation in businesses other than smartphone apps. We contacted some firms that had missing data via e-mail. To measure ecosystem complexity faced by app developers within the Android ecosystem, we obtained data on the monthly share of the U.S. installed base for each of the smartphone
OEMs from comScore (www.comscore.com). The final dataset comprises 12,720 monthly observations from 1,533 app developer firms.
Measures
Dependent variable: We examine the sustainability of superior performance for app developers by observing whether their apps continue to be among the Top 500 apps by revenue in the iOS or Android ecosystem. For about 80% of the cases, a firm had a single app in the Top 500 list in the same month.
Since our level of analysis is a firm and not an app, if a firm had more than one app in the Top 500 list, we treated those cases as a single firm-level observation. 8 Similar to Ruefli (2002, 2005) and Hermelo and Vassolo (2010) , we consider a firm's superior performance to be eroded if it exits the superior performance stratum (i.e., the Top 500 list). In order to ensure that the exit is somewhat persistent rather than intermittent, we use a window of three months to record the exit event (i.e., firm's app is not present in the Top 500 list for three consecutive months after being in that list in the previous month). Hence, a firm is assumed to sustain its superior performance if its app continues to be in the Top 500 list in at least one of the following three months. We also performed sensitivity checks by using windows of two and four months.
On average, an app developer firm remains in the Top 500 list for a longer duration in the Android ecosystem (7 months) than in the iOS ecosystem (5 months). Moreover, in the iOS ecosystem, about half of the firms exit the Top 500 list in less than two months, whereas in the Android ecosystem, this duration is about five months. This pattern is consistent with our prediction in Hypothesis 1.
Independent variables:
Complexity has been defined and measured in many different ways across different scientific fields (Lloyd, 2001) . This is because no single approach can capture what scientists from different fields mean by complex (Page, 2010) . In general, most definitions and associated measures consider complexity based on the difficulty of describing or creating an object, or based on the degree of organization with respect to the object (e.g., structural linkages between parts of a system). Our measure of ecosystem complexity needs to account for the structural interdependencies that an app developer is subjected to within a smartphone ecosystem. Therefore, our approach here is consistent with characterizing complexity in terms of the degree of organization. It is also consistent with the formal theoretical literature in strategy using NK models (i.e., N elements and K interactions) that we extensively draw upon in our theorizing. In the context of business ecosystem, the greater the diversity of components and subsystems that a complementor is interdependent on, the greater is the ecosystem 8 In such cases, we used the higher ranking app to create app-level control variables.
18 complexity. 9 For smartphone ecosystem, the most obvious interdependencies for an app developer are with respect to the operating system and the handset. Hence, the greater the diversity of operating system and handset configurations that an app developer is subjected to, the greater is the ecosystem complexity.
As Apple controls both the operating system and handset, an app developer in the iOS ecosystem interacts only with the unitary configuration. In the case of the Android ecosystem, although the core operating system is designed by Google, each smartphone OEM customizes the operating system and the handset.
As a result, an app developer in the Android ecosystem interacts with handset and operating system configurations from many different OEMs. We use a Simpson index-based measure to characterize this diversity in the operating system and handset configurations faced by the app developer (Page, 2010) .
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The measure ecosystem complexity is the sum of the squares of the monthly shares of the U.S. installed base for smartphone OEMs in an ecosystem. 11 The measure takes a value of 1 for the iOS ecosystem and ranges from 0.28 to 0.40 for the more complex Android ecosystem. We multiplied the measure by -1 so that higher values indicate higher ecosystem complexity.
We measured ecosystem experience as the total number of months that a firm gained experience in a given ecosystem. To obtain this measure, we first identified the month in which the firm introduced 9 Note that greater diversity in components or subsystems is not a sufficient condition for greater complexity, rather greater diversity coupled with interdependencies among components results in greater complexity. This is also consistent with the dictionary definition of complex -"composed of many interconnected parts" (http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/complex). 10 An alternative could be a measure based on the Shannon index. The two indices differ with respect to the relative weights that they ascribe to each OEM's user base. The Simpson index uses the proportion of each OEM's installed base as weights to calculate the weighted arithmetic mean of the share of installed base for each OEM. The Simpson index thus gives higher weights to the OEMs which have high installed base. In contrast, the Shannon index uses weights based on natural logarithm of the proportion of installed base of each OEM and thus ascribes relatively higher weights to the OEMs with the low installed base. Hence, the measure is somewhat inconsistent with the fact that app developers focus most of their efforts on OEMs with high installed base. The Simpson index measure is also mathematically identical to the popular Herfindahl index used in economics and management literature to measure industry concentration based on the sales of different firms within an industry. 11 Note also that our measure is based on the share of OEMs installed base and not the share of their sales. This is because the market for apps is not only confined to new smartphones being sold but it also encompasses existing smartphones being used. As an additional alternative measure, we could have also used a count-based measure of the number of Smartphone OEMs or the number of the different types of smartphones in a given ecosystem. However, in our interviews, industry participants repeatedly asserted that their firms focus their app development efforts on the small subset of more commonly used handsets. For example, in Android, they consistently referred to focusing their efforts on 6-8 leading smartphones from multiple OEM firms. The Simpson index-based measure helps to account for this concentration effect.
its first app in the ecosystem (i.e., month of entry) and then computed the number of months between the observation month and the month of entry.
We identified the effect of platform transition using a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if a new generation of smartphone operating system was introduced within the prior three months. The reason for the three-month window is that it often takes users several weeks to adopt the new generation of operating system and a similar time frame for app developers to adapt and reconfigure their apps.
During the period of study, there were two major platform transitions in the iOS ecosystem (launch of 
Control variables:
We controlled for a number of covariates that may influence an app developer's ability to sustain its superior performance. We used the total number of employees as a proxy 20 for firm size and used this variable to control for scale-related effects. Data on the total number of employees was collected from the firm's website or LinkedIn. For those firms for which this information was not available, we contacted them via e-mail and received a 78% response rate.
About 64% of firms in the sample participated in both the iOS and Android ecosystems.
Participation in both ecosystems may create challenges with respect to resource allocation over time. We controlled for this effect through the variable dual participation, which takes a value of 1 if the firm had an app in both the iOS and Android ecosystems in a given month and 0 otherwise. We also controlled for the firm's presence in businesses other than smartphone apps. The variable other online business takes a value of 1 if a firm participated in other web-based businesses like an e-commerce or a social networking website. The variable other offline business takes a value of 1 if the firm's scope of businesses expanded beyond the internet domain, such as game consoles, brick and mortar retail, etc.
App developers often try to gain visibility by providing free apps. We controlled for this effect through a dummy variable Top 500 free ranking that takes a value of 1 if any of the apps developed by the firm were also part of the Top 500 ranking based on the number of downloads for free apps in a given month. We also controlled for the overall quality of firms' apps by using data on consumer ratings received by all apps developed by the firm until March, 2014. We are unable to observe the change in ratings for all apps over time. Hence, we used a time-invariant firm-level control to capture firm-level differences in app quality. Consumers can rate an app from 1 to 5 stars, with 5 being the highest quality. The variable firm app rating is the average rating of all apps developed by the firm as of March, 2014. We also controlled for the price of the focal app that is in the Top 500 list (by revenue). For the few firms that had more than one app in the Top 500 list in the same month, we used the price for the app with the higher rank.
Firms predominantly offered apps in a specific category such as games, music, social networking or productivity. We controlled for this category-level heterogeneity through category fixed effects and other category-level time-varying controls. 13 A firm can continue to have its apps in the Top 500 ranking if there is a high level of demand for a particular category of apps in which the firm is active in. We account for this possibility using the variable apps in top 500, which is the total number of apps from the focal firm's app category in the Top 500 list in a given month. While the context in general is hypercompetitive, there may be differences in the competitive intensity across categories over time. We included two variables to account for these differences. First, we included the total number of new apps that were introduced in a category in a given month. This variable captures apps launched by both new and existing firms. Second, we included the total number of new firms that entered the category in a given month. The two variables are log-transformed to account for skewness.
Analysis
We tested our hypotheses using discrete time event history analysis to estimate the rate at which app developers exit the superior performance stratum. This approach is consistent with prior studies which have focused on studying the sustainability of firms' superior performance (e.g., Wiggins & Ruefli, 2002 Hermelo & Vassolo, 2010) . Many firms in our sample did not exit the superior performance stratum during the observation period. Hence, our data is right censored. Event history models are well suited to account for right-censored observations (Allison, 1984) . Since we are studying only those firms that made it to the Top 500 ranking and were subjected to the risk of exiting the superior performance stratum, our data does not have left censoring. Some firms in our sample entered the superior performance stratum before the start of the observation period. Hence, our data is left truncated. We checked for potential biases due to left truncation through additional robustness checks. We did this by including observations only for firms whose apps entered the Top 500 list after January 2012 or for firms that participated in the iOS or Android ecosystems from January 2012 onward, regardless of when their apps made it to the Top 500 list. We report these analyses in the robustness checks section.
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We constructed data in the long form to account for time-varying covariates. We used the Cox proportional hazards model, a robust technique for hazard rate analysis that does not require making an additional assumption about the shape of the baseline hazard, which may be increasing, decreasing, constant, or non-monotonous (Cox, 1975) . This helps address concerns with respect to incorrect distributional assumptions yielding biased estimates (Blossfeld and Rohwer, 2002) , and the choice of parametric specification based on observed data generating inconsistent results (Carroll and Hannan, 2000) . Further, we tested for proportionality hazard assumption by checking if the slope of the regression equation of scaled Schoenfeld residuals on time is nonzero for full model as well as for all predictor variables (Grambsch and Therneau, 1994) . We found that the proportionality hazard assumption was not satisfied for Top 500 free ranking and price variables. To overcome this issue, we followed the recommended approach in the literature by including interaction terms between time (in months) and the respective variables to allow for different effects of these variables at different points in time. As a robustness check, we also performed our estimations using the piecewise constant model with monthspecific effects. The estimates from these models were consistent with those obtained from the Cox model.
Results
We report the summary statistics and correlations between our covariates in Table 1 . We report the results from the Cox model in Table 2 . The model estimates the hazard rate that a firm exits the superior performance stratum and, hence, its inability to sustain its superior performance. The reported coefficients can be exponentiated to obtain hazard ratios, which are interpreted as the multiplier of the baseline hazard of the firm exiting the superior performance stratum when the variable increases by one unit (Allison, 2001 ). An increase in hazard can also be interpreted as shortening the time period for which a firm sustains its superior performance. All standard errors reported were corrected for noninterdependence across multiple observations faced by the same firm by clustering observations for each firm. Model 1 is a baseline model. In Models 2, 3, and 4, we include ecosystem complexity, ecosystem 23 experience, and platform transition to test Hypotheses 1, 2, and 4, respectively. In Model 5, we include the interaction term between ecosystem complexity and ecosystem experience to test Hypothesis 3. In
Model 6, we include the interaction term between ecosystem complexity and platform transition to test Hypothesis 5. Model 7 is the fully specified model.
(Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here) In Hypothesis 1, we predicted that higher ecosystem complexity will be associated with greater likelihood of complementor firms sustaining their superior performance. This prediction was supported in all of the models (Models 2, 5, 6, 7). The coefficient for ecosystem complexity is negative and statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). Hence, higher ecosystem complexity is associated with lower likelihood of app developer exiting from the superior performance stratum. In considering the magnitude of estimated coefficient in Model 2, we find that an increase in ecosystem complexity by one standard deviation reduces the app developer's likelihood of exiting the superior performance stratum by 19%.
In Hypothesis 2, we predicted that firms with greater experience within the ecosystem will be more likely to sustain their superior performance. We find support for Hypothesis 2, as the coefficient for ecosystem experience is negative and statistically significant in Models 3, 5, and 7 (p-value < 0.01).
Hence, higher ecosystem experience is associated with lower likelihood of an app developer exiting from the superior performance stratum. In considering the magnitude of estimated coefficients, an increase in an app developer's experience by one standard deviation (16 months) decreases its likelihood of exiting the superior performance stratum by 11%.
In Hypothesis 4, we predicted that generational transitions initiated by platform firms will make it more difficult for complementors to sustain their superior performance. We find support for this prediction as the coefficient for platform transition is positive and statistically significant in Models 4, 6, and 7 (p-value < 0.01). In considering the magnitude of estimated coefficient in Model 4, we find that an app developer's likelihood of exiting the superior performance stratum increases by about 38% during the platform transition.
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In Hypothesis 3, we predicted that the effect of complementor's ecosystem experience on the sustainability of its superior performance will be moderated by ecosystem complexity such that the effect will be stronger when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low. We find support for Hypothesis 3, as the coefficient for the interaction term between ecosystem complexity and ecosystem experience is negative and statistically significant (p < 0.10) in both Models 5 and 7. Therefore, the effect of ecosystem experience on lowering the likelihood of an app developer's exit from the superior performance stratum is stronger when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low. Figure 3 Finally, the coefficient for the interaction term between ecosystem complexity and platform transition is positive and statistically significant in both Model 6 and Model 7 (p < 0.05). Hence, we find support for Hypothesis 5 that platform transitions make it more difficult for complementors to sustain their superior performance when ecosystem complexity is high than when it is low. This interaction effect can be clearly seen in Figure 3 with the slope of predicted hazard of exit being much steeper for the high level of ecosystem complexity.
Robustness checks
We conducted a number of additional checks to establish the robustness of our findings. The results from the robustness checks are reported in Tables 3 and 4 . First, in our main results, we considered a firm to be in the superior performance stratum if its app appeared in the Top 500 list by revenue, and we used a three-month observation window to assess whether the firm sustains its superior 25 performance or not. To ensure that our results are not sensitive to these choices, we used a higher performance threshold based on a firm's app in the Top 250 list by revenue (Model 8), and we also used windows of two and four months (Models 9 and 10). The coefficient estimates for all the three models continue to support our predictions.
(Insert Table 3 about here)
Second, in order to account for firms self-selecting into the iOS or Android ecosystems, we estimated a model by including data for only those firms that participated in both ecosystems. The coefficient estimates are reported in Model 11 and exhibit very similar patterns as our main results. The only exception was that the interaction term between ecosystem complexity and ecosystem experience is marginally insignificant (p-value = 0.115). In order to ensure that the significant effect of app developers' ecosystem experience is not simply an artifact of their general experience with apps, we performed a supplementary analysis on these firms that participated in both ecosystems. We controlled for the app developers' general experience -the total number of months that an app developer has been active in the smartphone app market for iOS and Android apps. The results are reported in Model 12.
While the coefficient for general experience is significant, the coefficient for ecosystem experience remains significant and is of the similar magnitude as in the main results. Note also that the magnitude of the coefficient for ecosystem experience is more than twice as that of the coefficient for general experience. Hence, this check helps to reinforce that complementor firms' experiential benefit has a strong ecosystem-specific component.
Some firms in our sample entered the superior performance stratum before the start of the observation period. Hence, our data is left truncated. We tested for any potential biases due to left truncation by only including observations for those firms whose apps appeared in the Top 500 list after January 2012 (Model 13). Additionally, we ran a model (Model 14) by only including observations for those firms that entered these ecosystems from January 2012 onwards, regardless of when their apps made it to the Top 500 list. The coefficient estimates are qualitatively similar as our main results with the 26 exception of the interaction term between ecosystem complexity and firm experience exhibiting similar magnitude and sign, but the estimates are not precise enough for statistical significance. This is possibly due to the fact that these estimations are based on a smaller sample and that too of younger app developer firms.
Another potential concern with the analysis could be that our measure for ecosystem complexity, based on the OEMs' installed base, does not account for the diversity of handset configurations within
OEMs. For example, in the case of iOS ecosystem, the measure remains constant throughout the observation period and does not capture differences with respect to the types of phones, especially does with different screen sizes (e.g., iPhone 4s and 5). For an app developer, screen size in addition to OEM operating system configuration can be an important driver of the variety of the handset and operating system combinations that their app interacts with. While designing an app, the developer needs to carefully ensure that its app fits and works seamlessly across the different screen sizes of the different OEMs (Panzarino, 2012) . Hence, we explore the robustness of our results by including a finer-grained measure of ecosystem complexity based on the number of unique OEM firm and screen size combinations.
Further, since the measure of ecosystem complexity is significantly correlated with the type of platform (i.e., iOS or Android), it might be capturing some unobserved differences with respect to platform firms' strategies or user-characteristics across these platforms. These differences may impact the relative ease with which app developer firms can sustain their superior performance in a given ecosystem, and may make some of our inferences problematic. To address this possibility, we obtained detailed data on installed base of handsets and user characteristics from comScore. comScore conducts a monthly survey of about twelve thousand U.S. smartphone users and collects data on their handset profiles, user demographics and the app usage patterns. The survey data for each month is then adjusted to account for national demographics. Due to cost constraints, we were able to obtain this data only for the period from Jan' 2012 to May' 2013.
We used the information on screen size and OEM type in the comScore survey dataset to calculate the finer-grained measure of ecosystem complexity. The use of this measure also allows us to control for the focal platform. The variable iOS takes the value of 1 if the app developer is participating in the iOS platform and 0 if it is participating in the Android platform. We mean centered the ecosystem complexity measure to address multicollinearity with the iOS variable. Finally, we also control for differences in app usage behavior for the two platforms as it can be an important driver of app developers' ability to sustain its performance in the specific ecosystem. The variable App download measures the percentage of users who download 5 or more apps in a given month in the focal platform. In addition, we also control for the differences in age and gender as these two demographic characteristics can drive differences in user preferences for various apps. The variables Female user and Age measure the percentage of female users and the percentage of users of age between 18 to 45 years, respectively, for the focal platform in a given month. We report the results in Table 4 .
(Insert Table 4 
Discussion
In this study, we focus on the emergent phenomenon of business ecosystems in which value is created through a network of firms offering complementary products and services. We explore how the structural and evolutionary features of the ecosystem shape the extent to which complementor firms can sustain their superior performance. We use the notion of ecosystem complexity to characterize the structure of the complementors' interdependence with other actors in the ecosystem. We incorporate the evolutionary features of the ecosystem by considering the impact of platform-level transitions and firmlevel experience on the complementors' ability to sustain their performance superiority.
We test our arguments on app developers in Apple's iOS and Google's Android smartphone ecosystems from January 2012 to January 2014. During the period of study, both of these ecosystems were populated by hundreds of thousands of app developers that offered a wide variety of specialized software applications to smartphone users. The stark contrast between Apple's "closed" model and Consistent with our arguments, we find that higher ecosystem complexity helps app developers sustain their superior performance and that this effect is stronger for more experienced firms. In contrast, platform transitions make it more difficult for app developers to sustain their performance superiority, and this effect is exacerbated by the extent of ecosystem complexity.
Our study's findings make important contributions to the emerging literature streams in strategy on business ecosystems, platforms, and persistence of superior performance. Scholars studying business ecosystems have focused on the coordination and technological challenges with respect to complementors and the resulting implications for firms' organizational choices and value creation (e.g., Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Kapoor, 2010, 2014; Kapoor and Lee, 2013; Kapoor, 2013) . Scholars studying platforms have focused on the strategies used by platform firms to attract complementors and to compete against rival platforms (Gawer and Cusumano, 2002; Gawer and Henderson, 2007; Boudreau, 2010;  29 Eisenmann et al.; Zhu and Iansiti, 2012) . While these literature streams have shifted the theoretical emphasis from industries and products to business ecosystems and platforms, the primary mode of inquiry is to illustrate how firms manage their interdependence with complementors so as to create and appropriate value.
In this study, we focus on the other side of the phenomenon and illustrate how complementors' value appropriation is shaped by the structural and evolutionary features of the business ecosystem. Our The study is also among the first to provide systematic empirical evidence regarding the role of complexity on firm performance as theorized within the evolutionary economics perspective. While scholars have drawn on a variety of theoretical approaches to model firms' search processes and their performance outcomes at different levels of complexity (e.g., Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000; Siggelkow and Rivkin, 2005) , empirical evidence regarding the role of complexity on firm performance has been somewhat lacking (Lenox et al. (2010) is an important exception). We show that complexity plays an important role in sustaining superior performance in business ecosystems, and its impact is especially strong for more experienced firms and during periods of platform transitions.
Finally, our findings also offer important implications for the literature stream examining persistence of superior performance. There is growing evidence that it is becoming increasingly difficult 30 for firms to sustain their superior performance over time Ruefli, 2002, 2005; D'Aveni et al., 2010; McGrath, 2013) . However, the underlying drivers of this trend are not well understood, nor are the reasons why the persistence of superior performance varies across different types of firms and industry contexts (McGahan and Porter, 1997; Hoopes et al., 2003; D'Aveni et al., 2010) . We contribute to this literature stream by generating and validating some theoretical mechanisms regarding why firms' ability to sustain their superior performance may be influenced by the structural and evolutionary features of the business ecosystems. Knowledge of such relationships can help managers devise strategies (e.g., frequency and nature of competitive moves, resources reconfigurations) that exhibit a superior fit with their business environment (e.g., Young et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2010) . We also offer an empirical contribution to this literature stream and reaffirm the need to go beyond annual datasets that are typically used in the strategy literate to shorter temporal windows, such as months or quarters. We show that such finer-grained observational periods can be more useful in deciphering performance dynamics in high velocity environments than the more aggregated annual data.
The findings and the inferences from the study are subject to a number of caveats that offer opportunities for future research. First, they are limited to a single empirical setting, and their validity needs to be established across other contexts. Second, our measure of superior performance based on the Top 500 list by revenue, although widely accepted as a proxy for competitive superiority in our empirical setting and consistent with the strategy literature, may not represent true economic performance for complementors. Finally, our dataset is limited to only 25 months, and while we observe significant fluctuations within the competitive landscape over this relatively short period, we are unable to draw inferences over longer time frames.
Despite these and other limitations, the study offers one of the first explorations of how business ecosystems influence performance dynamics among complementors. By drawing on arguments from the evolutionary economics perspective and by linking ecosystem-level effects with firm-level search processes of innovation and imitation, we show how they explain the extent to which firms can appropriate value within an ecosystem over time. -10,935.71 -10,913.76 -10,927.44 -10,928.48 -10,891.25 -10,908.47 -10,885.81 -5,700.77 -12,265.69 -10,069.45 -7,297.72 -7,294.45 -7,864.84 -3,000.25 -6,127.13 -6,125.26 -6,125.03 -6,124.54 a Variables are in percentage of total subscribers. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01
